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SUMMARY 

The Swan Lake property is located in central Yukon, about 145 kilometres east 
of Mayo in the Mayo Mining District. The project area consists of 449 mi~ieral 
claims covering 9,384.1 hectares located near Swan and Pleasant Lakes in the 
Lansing map area. The claims are 100% optioned and operated by Prosplector 
International Resources Inc. of Vancouver. B.C. 

The project area lies within the Selwyn Basin, northeast of the Tintina Fault. The 
Selwyn Basin consists of a prism of sedimentary rocks of late Proterozak. to 
Mississippian age deposited along the western margin of ancient North America. 
The project area is underlain mostly by a thick succession of sedimentary rocks 
of the Devono-Mississippian Earn Group, and to a lesser extent by lithologiaes of 
the Gull Lake Formation, Road River Group, Keno Hill Quartzite, Tsichu Group 
and Mount Christie and Jones Lake formations. The most common sedimentary 
lithologies on the property are shales, calcareous shales, sandstones and chert. 
Grey resistant chert pebble conglomerate, belonging to the Earn Group, are 
found in the northern part of the project area. 

A suite of granitoid members of the Cretaceous Tombstone Plutonic Suite 
intrude sedime~itary lithologies of the Selwyn Basin as dykes, sills, plugs, 
plutons and bai:holiths. A number of rhyolite dykes, related to the Tombstone 
intrusions, are found on the property. These rhyolite dykes represent good 
exploration targets for bulk tonnage, intrusion related gold mineralization 
analogous to Brewery Creek style mineralization. 

Interest in the project area developed in 1990 with the release of a regional 
stream sediment survey by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). Results of 
this survey showed the area to be drained by a number of creeks anomalous in 
gold, silver, copper, arsenic, antimony, mercury, barite and cadmium. 

Reconnaissance prospecting and geochemical sampling of several small claim 
blocks, staked as a result of the government survey, was conducted in the 
project area during 199'1 -1 992, with a total of 93 samples collected. A number of 
strongly anomalous values were returned from these programs, but no further 
work conducted, and the claims lapsed in 1997. Viceroy Resources 
subsequently staked a block of 212 claims to partially cover areas of inkrest. 
generated by the earlier work. The Swan Lake project claims were staked in 
March 1998 to acquire ground, adjacent to Viceroy's, prospective for intrusion 
related gold mineralization and stratiform lead-zinc-silver mineralization. 



The April 1999 exploration program on the Swan Lake project claims consisted 
of a helicopter borne high sensitivity aeromagnetic survey conducted by Sanders 
Geophysics Limited of Ottawa, Ontario. Flights took place between April 'I and 
5, 1999. The slmey required 17 flights for a total of about 1,100 line kilometres. 

Magnetic data from the airborne survey outlined magnetic low fea~tures 
corresponding both with mapped felsic intrusive bodies and mapped gossan 
zones in black shales, perhaps underlain by a felsic intrusive. In addition, a 
broad and pronounced magnetic high, likely reflecting a more mafic a.ndlor 
magnetitelpyrrhotite-rich intrusive and plug, occurs in the southeastern portion of 
the claim block. A number of faults, contacts and northwest-bearing str~~ctural 
trends are also recognized. 

Exploration to date on ground covered by the Swan Lake project claims has 
identified several areas with anomalous gold, silver, arsenic, antimony and 
mercury values from stream sediments, soils and rocks closely related to felsic 
intrusives of the Tombstone Intrusive Suite, and corresponding with 
geophysically interpreted magnetic high and low features and structural trends. 

A phase one exploration program is recommended for the property consisting of 
detailed stream sediment sampling with concurrent geological mapping, 
prospecting and contour soil sampling. Contingent upon favourable results, 
phase two work woulcl concentrate on gridded geochemical, geophysical and 
geological surveys. 
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The Swan Lake property is located approximately 145 kilometres east of h'layo, 
Yukon in the Mayo Mining District, and is accessible by floatplane and 
helicopter. 

The 9,384 hectare property is situated within the Selwyn Basin which forms part 
of ancestral North America. Lithologies within the Selwyn Basin are late 
Proterozoic to Mississippian in age. Stratigraphy within the Norex project area 
consists primarily of Devonian-Mississippian Earn Group and to a lesser extent 
by lithologies of the Gull Lake Formation, Road River Group, Keno Hill Qua~tzite, 
Tsichu Group and Mount Christie and Jones Lake formations. 

Sedimentary litlnologiesi of the Selwyn Basin are intruded by granitoid dykes, 
sills, plugs and stocks of the Tombstone Plutonic Suite. This series of intrusions 
extends from lrungsten in the Northwest Territories to Fairbanks in Alaska 
(Figure 1). Intrusions of the Tombstone Suite are noted for their potential to host 
intrusion related gold deposits such as Fort Knox, Dublin Gulch and Brewery 
Creek. 

Exploration work carried out in the project area during 1991 and 1992 consisted 
of prospecting, geological mapping and geochemical sampling for the purpose of 
locating gold end massive sulphide deposits. Although initial results were 
encouraging; rlo further documented work was conducted until 1997 when 
Viceroy Resources staked a block of claims to partially cover areas of interest 
generated by the earlier work. Several target areas remained open around 
Viceroy's property. 

The Swan Lak~s project claims were staked in March 1998 to acquire ground, 
adjacent to Vic.eroy's, prospective for intrusion related gold mineralization and 
stratiform lead-zinc-silver mineralization. The April 1999 work program 
consisted of a property wide high sensitivity aeromagnetic survey flown by 
Sanders Geophysics Limited of Ottawa, Ontario. 



2.0 LOCATION and ACCESS 

The project area is located in central Yukon, about 145 km east of Mayo (Figure 
1). The geographic w-ordinates of a point approximately in the centre cA the 
project is 62" 3YN and 132" 52'W; NTS Sheets 105 NI10, NI11. The property is 
centred on Pleasant Lake and Swan Lake to the south, Pleasant Creek to the 
east and Murray Creek to the north. 

Access to the property can be gained by floatplane based out of Faro, Yukon, 
160 km to the :south. Alternatively, helicopters are available in Mayo or Ross 
River. Yukon. 

3.0 PHYSIOGRAPHY and CLIMATE 

The area of interest covers a range of rounded hills north of Swan Lake and 
Pleasant Lake in tho Stewart plateau. Elevations range from 2,500 feet to about 
5,000 feet on ridge tops. The ridges and hills are flanked by moderate sliopes 
with abundant local felsenmeer cover and talus fines. 

Recent Pleistocene glaciation !scoured the area. As a result, outcrop exposure 
is generally goad (- 20%) except on forested valley bottoms. 

Vegetation changes depending on elevation and direction of slope. Above 
treeline (4,500' or 1,370 m), cover consists of moss, alpine plants, sparse dwarf 
willow and birch. Areas below treeline consist of white spruce, aspen and 'dwarf 
birch (buckbrush). North facing slopes generally consist of moss and 
buckbrush. P~?rmafro:jt is commonly present on the north and east facing 
slopes. 

The climate in the project area is sub-arctic; with short, warm summers and long, 
cold winters. Tlhe summer season occurs between June and September with 24- 
hour daylight in the third week of June. Summer temperatures range frorn 20- 
30" Celsius. Winter temperatures range from 0°C to as low as -!5O0C. 
Precipitation is generally low in the region with dry summers and moderately wet 
falls. Precipitation is low to moderate but in general averages about 30 cm 
annually. 
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4.0 CLAIM STATUS 

The Swan Lake property consists of 449 unsurveyed two-post mineral cllaims 
covering about 9,384 hectares in one contiguous claim block in the Mayo Mining 
District. The claims were staked by Nicholson and Associates between 
March 28 and April 05, 1998. A map showing the approximate position of the 
claim block is located at the back of the report (Figure 2). 

Application for assessment work, completed as outlined in this report, places the 
claims in good standing until 2000. 

Claim data is as follows: 

CLAIM # UNITS GRANT NO. EXPIRY DATE N.T.S. ha. 

Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Got It 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Big Time 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 
Gotcha 

TOTAL 

April 8,2000 
April 21.2000 
April 8,2000 
April 21,2000 
April 8.2000 
April 21.2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 21,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8, 2000 
April 21.2000 
April 8, 2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8.2000 
April 8, 2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8.2000 
April 8,2000 
April 8.2000 
April 8.2000 
April 8,2000 

105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 

105 N/10,11 
105 NI11 

105 N110,ll 
105 NIIO. 12 

105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 

105 N110, 11 
105 NIIO 
105Nl10 
105N110 
105N110 
105N110 
105N/10 
105N110 
105N110 
105 NllO 
105 Nl l  0 
105 N110 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 NllO 
105 Ni l  0 
105 N110 



5.0 EXPLORATION HISTORY 

According to the Yukon Minfile, the project area was not subject to any stcaking 
prior to 1990. 'The area was presumably prospected for placer gold in the late 
1800's and early 1900's, and for stratiform lead-zinc-silver deposits in the 1,960's 
and 1970's following the discovery of MacMillan Pass, Howard's Pass and other 
deposits. 

In 1968 a new barium phosphate mineral, Jagowerite, was discovered im the 
southeast corner of the project area (Yukon Minfile). A number of minor Nlinfile 
occurrences; the Joy, Dean, Aureole and Bloom prospects, are located about 7 
km north of the project area. With the exception of the Joy, all are copper t: lead 
in quartz veins within weakly calcareous Permian sediments proximal to a large 
Cretaceous intrusion. 'The Joy occurrence is classified as a copper skarn, ,again 
within the above described geological environment. 

Noranda Exploration Company Limited staked the Pleasure 10-15 claims in July 
1990 to cover the possible source of anomalous gold values in stream sediment 
results released by the Geological Survey of Canada (Figure 2). 

The Caribou 1-4, Candy 1-4, Flower 1-4, Red 1 and Can 1, 2 claims were staked 
and explored by Ron Berdahl following the release of a regional stream 
sediment survey by the GSC (Friske, et al, 1990). 

Exploration work carried out in 1991 and 1992 on the above claims, collec:tively 
known as the CYOr Aztec Project, consisted of prospecting, geological mapping 
and geochemi~xl sampling for the purpose of locating gold and massive 
sulphide depocjits. The work was carried out by Mr. R. Berdahl, a Yukon 
prospector, and J. Duke, M.Sc. (September 5-7, 1991) with Noranda Exploration 
Co. Ltd. A total of 93 samples (41 rock, 40 stream sediment and 12 soil) were 
collected, many of which were anomalous in gold, silver, copper, antimony and 
mercury. 

No further work was recorded on the D'Or Aztec project after 1992 and the 
claims were allowed to lapse. In 1997, Viceroy Resources Corp. staked 212 
claims to partially cover areas previously staked by Mr. Berdahl. 



6.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Lansing map area lies within the Selwyn Basin. The Selwyn Basin forms 
part of ancestral North America. This region is characterized by deep water 
offshelf sedimentary strata that are transitional eastward and northward into 
shelf carbonate and clastic sedimentary rocks of the Mackenzie Platform. Tmo the 
southwest, the Selwyn Basin is separated from volcanic stratigraphy of the exotic 
Yukon Tanana Terrane by the Tintina Fault Zone (Green, 1972, Poulsen, 1997). 

6.1 STRATIGRAPHY 

Lithologies within the Selwyn Basin are late Proterozoic to Mississippian 
in age. !Stratigraphy of the East Lansing map area is comprised, in order 
from oldest to youngest, of Hyland Group, Gull Lake Formation, Road 
River Group, Earn Group and Keno Hill Quartzite lithologies (Roots et al, 
1995) (Figure 2). 

Hyland C;rouP 
Proterozoic to middle Cambrian in age, gritty metaclastic rocks c~f the - .  

Hyland Group can be divided into the Yusezyu and Narchilla Formations. 
The Yusezyu Formation is a succession of variably deformed fine to 
coarse grained rocks consisting of calcareous sandstone, quartz: grit, 
graphitic shale, quartz-muscovite schist and chloritic schist. Rocks of the 
Narchilla Formation differ only in that they are interbedded with 
variegated shale. Both formations are considered to be turbidite 
successions. 

Gull Lak'e Formam 
Overlying and in discontinuity with the Hyland Group, the upper Cambrian . - 
to lower Ordovician Gull ~ a k e  ~ormathn consists of four' members: a 
basal niafic volcanic and volcaniclastic member, a silty limestone 
member, a nodular shale member and a laminated mudstone and 
siltstone member. This suggests basinal sedimentation characterized by 
localized rifling progressing into marginal platformal outgrowth. 

Road River Group 
Overlying the Gull Lake Formation is the Silurian-Ordovician Road River 
Group. This group is further subdivided into the Elmer Creek and Steel 
formations. The Elmer Creek Formation comprises white weathering, 
thick bedded grey-green-blue chert and grey and brown shale. The Steel 
Formation consists of green siliceous argillite, thin bedded dolo:stone, 
limestone and black calcareous shale. These rocks are ger~erally 
massive and have dis1:inctive orange weathering. Deposition of both 
formations was in a deep basinal environment. 



Earn G r o e  
The Devono-Mississippian Earn Group unconformably succeeds the 
Road River Group and is comprised mostly of dark grey to black ahale 
with sub~xdinate and variable amounts of chert, siltstone, sandstone, 
limestone, bedded barite, chlorite-muscovite phyllite and chert pebble 
conglomerate. Deposition was likely deep marine basin in nature. 

Keno Hill Quartzite 
Overlying tho Earn Group are massive to well foliated and linsated 
quartzite units of the Mississippian aged Keno Hill Quartzite.. 

Younaer 
All of the above formations are locally unconformably overlain by early 
Carboniferous to Triassic shallow marine shelf clastic sediments cR the 
Tsichu Group and Mount Christie and Jones Lake formations. 

6.2 INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

During the Cretaceous widespread locally large intrusive bodies of the 
felsic to intermediate Tombstone Intrusive Suite were emplaced (Murphy, 
1997). In addition, volumetrically minor Tombstone aged biotite-quartz- 
feldspar porphyry rhyolite dykes and sills and other felsic dykes intruded 
stratigraphy in the East Lansing map area. 

Tombstone Suite 
The Tornbstone intrusions in this area consist predominantly of two 
composi.tiona1 and textural types. Quartz poor, massive fine grained 
hornblende +I- biotite granodiorite and quartz diorite defines one group. 
A second group is defined by white and rusty weathering, biotite-q~~artz- 
feldspar porphyry rhyolite dykes and sills. The intrusions are variably 
magnetic with aeromagnetic signatures extending into hornfelsed contact 
aureoles Tombstone intrusions occur at all stratigraphic levels in the 
area and were emplaced between 90-94 Ma. 



6.3 STRUCTURE 

Rocks of the Selwyn Basin occur in three tectonic sheets. These are 
separated by the Dawson, Tombstone and Robert Service low angle 
thrust faults. Early Cretaceous NE-SW contraction resulted in upright 
folding of upper Paleozoic strata, and both high and low angle thrusts 
within Proterozoic and lower Paleozoic rocks. Slaty cleavage pe~ades  
incompetent units such as the Narchill and Gull Lake formations. 
Overturned strata and southwest verging folds in the Wilson Range 
(south of Murray Creek) suggests a fundamental structural break that 
connects the Tombstone Thrust and the Hess Fault (Abbott and Turner, 
1990). Late large scale northwest movement of the Robert Service Thrust 
sheet probably caused the northwesterly cleavage and recrystallization to 
footwall rocks in the southwestern corner of the Eastern Lansing map 
area (Roots et al, 1995). 



7.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

The most recent government mapping (Roots et al, 1995) shows the project area 
to be underlain by rock of Gull Lake Formation, Road River Group, Earn Group, 
Keno Hill Quartzite, Tsichu Group, Mount Christie Formation and Jones Lake 
Formation lithologic:;. Cretaceous porphyry rhyolite dykes intrude fine to coarse 
grained sedimentary rocks. 

7.1 LITHOLOGY 

The project area is underlain mostly by a thick succession of sedimentary 
rocks of the Earn Group. The most common sedimentary lithologies on 
the property are shales, calcareous shales, sandstones and chert. Chert 
pebble conglomerates of the Earn Group outcrop in the northern portion 
of the pr~~ject areas and strike northwest. Fine grained clastic sediments 
of the Gull Lake Formation and Road River Group (Elmer Creek 
Formation) are shown to underlay the southwest portion of the property. 
Thin, no~thwest striking wedges of fine grained quartzite of the Keno Hill 
Quartzite unil are mapped in the northern and southeastern portions of 
the project area. Shallow marine clastic sediments of the Tsichu Group 
and Mount Christie and Jones Lake formations underlie much c~f the 
northern portion of the property with a couple of narrow, northwest striking 
wedges !lo the southeast. 

The above sedimentary package has been intruded by late Cretaceous 
rhyolite dykes of the Tombstone Intrusive Suite. The dykes are exposed 
as northwest trending lines of isolated outcrop in the project area. The 
main occurrence has been mapped over a length of some five kilometres 
largely within the Viceroy property extending onto the Gotcha claims to 
the souiheast. A second occurrence has been mapped over a strike 
length cd about two kilometres in the southwest portion of the Got It 
claims. Strongly anomalous gold in stream sediment samples occur in a 
creek draining this area. 

Although the contacts are not clearly exposed, the dykes appear to be at 
least 50 metres wide. The rhyolite is reported to be similar to porplhyritic 
rhyolite found elsewhere in the region such as near the Plata Property 
and the more distant Brick Property (Hulstein, 1992). The dyke found 
near the Plata Property locally contains strong quartz stockwork and 
veinlets of massive stibnite. At the Brick Property, the gold-bearing 
rhyolite dyke is locally strongly clay altered and contains quartz veinlets 
with rea1lgar and stibnite. 



7.3 STRUCTURE 

Regional structure is dominated by thrust faults that bound the trough in 
which the project area is located. The overall structural trend on the 
property is northwest, parallel to the orientation of regional folds, thrust 
faults and regional strike slip faulting. Strata are variably deformed with 
tight to open folds. Overturned bedding is common. 

Orientations for rhyolite dykes are NW-SE trending. This is in agreement 
with similar regionally documented occurrences. 



8.0 EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

8.1 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 

Sanders Geophysics Limited of Ottawa, Ontario were commissioned to fly 
and interpret a helicopter borne high sensitivity aeromagnetic survey. 
Flights took place between April 1 and 5, 1999. The survey required 17 
flights for a total of 1,091 line kilometres. 

The survey was flown in a Bell 206 Jet Ranger Ill helicopter at an average 
terrain clearance of 90 metres. Flight lines were run northeast-southwest 
(045"Il 3!j0) at a nominal spacing of 135 metres. 

Geophysical equipment included a Geometrics G822A cesium vapour 
magnetometer which measured total field magnetic intensity. A GPSNAV 
microcomputer based GPS navigation system recorded flight line 
positioning. A more complete description of survey parameters and 
equipment is available in the Sanders Geophysics Ltd. report in 
Appendix 2. 

8.2 SURVEY' RESULTS 

Magnetic: data from the airborne survey outlined magnetic low feaiures 
corresponding both with mapped felsic intrusive bodies on the southern 
Got It cliiims and mapped gossan zones in black shales on the Gotcha 
claims. In addition, a broad and pronounced magnetic high with an cutlier 
circular ~nagrretic high, likely reflecting a more mafic andlor magnetitel 
pyrrhotitta-rich intrusive and plug, occurs in the southeastern Got It claims. 
A number of faults, contacts and northwest-bearing structural trends are 
also recognized. 

A copy of tho Project Report, Helicopter Borne High Sensitivity 
Aeromagnetic Survey Over Got It, Bit Time and Gotcha Claims, Staewart 
Range Area, Yukon Territory 1999 is available in Appendix 2 along with 
1:30,000 scale maps of Total Magnetic Intensity and First Vertical 
Derivative (Figures 3, 4). 



9.0 CONCLUSIONIS 

1. The Swan Lake project claims are underlain primarily by lithologies crf the 
Devonian-Mississippian Earn Group, and to a lesser extent by lithologies 
of the Cambrian-Ordovician Gull Lake Formation, Silurian-Ordovician 
Road River Group, Mississippian Keno Hill Quartzite and by lithologi~es of 
the Carboniferous to Triassic Tsichu Group and Mount Christie and Jones 
Lake formations. These sedimentary rocks are intruded by rhyolite dykes 
of the early to late Cretaceous Tombstone Intrusive Suite. At Viceroy 
Resource's Brewery Creek Mine, Tombstone sills introduced along thrust 
faults, and hosted within Road River and Earn Group sedimentary rocks, 
localize nnuch of the mineralization 

2. Creeks draining the project area, sampled by the Geological Survey of 
Canada, returned highly anomalous values for a number of elements 
including gold, silver, copper, antimony, arsenic, mercury, barite and 
cadmium. These anomalous samples have not been adequately 
explained. 

3. Reconnaissance prospecting and geochemical sampling of several small 
claim blocks, staked as EI result of the government survey, was conducted 
in the pra~ject area during 1991-1992. A number of strongly anomislous 
values were returned from areas presently covered by the Swan Lake 
claims. 

4. Several other creeks draining the property are anomalous' in all or part of 
the elemental suite gold, silver, arsenic, antimony and mercury. Many of 
the creelts have anomalously low ph values that may have caused the 
metals (particularly lead and zinc) to be leached out of the stream 
sediments. 

5. Magnetic data from the airborne survey outlined magnetic low features 
corresponding both with mapped intrusive bodies and mapped gossan 
zones in black shales, perhaps underlain by a felsic intrusive. In addition, 
a broad and pronounced magnetic high with an outlier circular magnetic 
high, likely reflecting a more mafic andlor magnetitelpyrrhotite-rich 
intrusive and plug, occurs in the southeastern portion of the claim block. 
A number of faults, contacts and northwest-bearing structural trends are 
also recognized. 



6. Anomalous gold, silver, isrsenic, antimony and mercury values in stream 
sediments, soils ;and rocks from the Swan Lake claims, are closely related 
to felsic intrusives of the Tombstone Intrusive Suite, and correspond with 
ge~physi~cally interpreted magnetic high and low features and strudural 
trends. 

7. The combination of felsic: intrusives within Earn Group sedimentary rocks 
as well a~s gold, arsenic, antimony and mercury geochemistry, points to 
the poterctial for intrusion-related gold mineralization correlative with other 
deposits in the Tombstone Belt such as Fort Knox, Brewery Creek and 
Dublin G~~lch. 

In addition, anomalous barite values in stream sediments collected by the 
GSC could reflect possible sources of bedded barite that may be 
associatcid with lead-zinc:-silver sedex type deposits. 

Although previcus exploration has been relatively grassroots in nature, several 
targets with the potential to host intrusion related gold mineralization exist on the 
property. In addition, favourable lithologies and structures exist for stratiform 
lead-zinc-silver mineralization. Future exploration should concentrate on a 
detailed first pass of stream sediment geochemistry, prospecting and geological 
mapping. 

With this in mind, the following phase one program is recommended in order to 
thoroughly explore the property: 

1. Detailed stream sediment and rock geochemistry with concurrent 
geological mapping, prospecting and some contour soil sampling sinould 
be carried out over the entire property. 

2. Future geochemical analysis should include a specific analytical 
technique for barium as barite may be associated with massive sulphides. 
Emphasis should be placed on possible gold mineralization associated 
with the rhyolite dykes and defined magnetic high and low features. 
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APPENDIX 1 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, Brian D. Game, of Vancouver, British Columbia, hereby certify that: 

I am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a Bachelor of 
Science Degree (1985) in Geology. 

I have practised my profession as a geologist in Canada, the United 
States and South America continually since graduation. 

I am a Consulting Geologist with offices at 310 - 638 West 71h Avlenue, 
Vancouver, British Colurnbia. 

I am a registered member in good standing of the Association of 
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of British Columbia (Reg. 
# I  9896). 

The information in this report is based on a review of published and 
unpublished reports on the property and the surrounding area. 

I have no interest, direct or indirect, in the subject property or any within a 
10 km raldius, nor do I expect to receive such interest 

I have riot received, nor do I expect to receive, any interest, direct or 
indirect, in the properties and securities of Prospector lnterna~tional 
Resources Inc. 

Prospector International Resources Inc. and its affiliates are hereby 
authorized to use this report in any prospectus, statement of material 
facts, or other public document. 

nd 
DATED in Vancou\rer, British Columbia, this a day of June, 1999. 
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STATEMENT OF WORK 

Got It Claims: Got it 1-246, 248-298 
Big Time Claims: Big Time 1-101 
Gotcha Claims: Gatcha 5, 7, 9, 11, 29-37, 39, 51, 53-58, 60, 62, 64, 68-71, 

76-79, 81 -99 

Prospector lnte~rnational Resources Inc. 
Swan Lake Project 
April, 1999 

GEOLOGICAL COSTS 

Personnel -- 
Geologists -- 4.5 days @ $300/day 

( TOTAL ALL IN I l w - I  
List of Personnel 

Name - 
Game, B.C., P.Geo. 
Desmons, D. MSc. 
Kertesz, J. 
Puda, Z. BSc. 
Van Damme, V.P. P.Geo. 

Position 

Geologist 
Geophysisist 
Cartographer 

Geologist 
Geologist 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sander Geophysics Limited (SGL) conducted a high-sensitivity aeromagnetic survey in the Yukon 

Territory, under contract with Prospector International Resources Inc., of Vancouver, B.C. The 

survey consisted of (one block over Stewart Range, east of Mayo, in central Yukon. 

The production flights took place between April 1 and 5, 1999. The survey required 17 flights for 

a total of 1000 line kilometres. 

Please refer to Apptmdix I for a company profile of SGL, describing its capabilities and services. 

11. SURVEY AREA 

The area of data delivered to Prospector International Resources Inc. is shown in Figure I. The 

terrain in the survey block is rugged with heights ranging from 800 m to 1700 m. 

Coordinates of each of the survey flight lines flown are given in Appendix II. 

- 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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IIIL SUIRVEY EQUIPMENT 

Sander Geophysics Limited provided the following instrumentation for the survey. A full list of 

survey equipment aud their serial numbers can be found in Appendix 111. 

MAGNETOMETER SENSORS, AIRBORNE AND GROUND SYSTEMS 

- Geomehics G822A 

Both the airborne and the ground magnetometer systems use a non-oriented (strap-down) 

optically pumped cesium split-beam sensor. The magnetometers have a sensitivity of 

0.01 nT or better, and a range of 80,000 nT. The sensor noise level is less than 0.02 nT. The 

airborne system was mounted in a fibreglass bird towed 30 m below the helicopter. The total 

field magnetk measurements were digitally recorded I0 times per second. 

NAVIGATION AhD FLIGHT PATH RECOVERY SYSTEM 

- GPSNA V 

The GPSNAV system utilizes a navigation computer and a NovAtel951 12-ch,mel GPS 

receiver, capable of simultaneous tracking of 12 satellites. The sample rate was 1 reading 

per second. The GPSNAV system is used to direct the pilot along the desired flight lines at 

the optimal flight altitude. The GPSNAV system is capable of receiving real time 

differential corrections and providing real time differential corrected GPS (RTDlGPS) data. 

During this r~roject RTDGPS corrections from an Omnistar unit were used. 

AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

- Sander NA VDAS 

The airborne data acquisition computer records and displays all the incoming data on a flat 

panel screen during flight. Data were recorded on 1 GB JAZ cartridges. The time base 

(UTC) accuracy of the NAVDAS system was provided automatically by the GI's receiver 

to an accuracy of If120 of a second. 

GROUND DATA ACQlLJISITION SYSTEM 
- Sander GND-ACQ 

The ground data acquisition computer records and displays all the incoming data on a flat 

panel screen. The computer is a portable PC-486 with a Sander cesium magnetometer 

frequency counter to process the signal from the cesium sensor and convert the reading to 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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an nT value. The noise level of the base station magnetometer was less than 0.1 nT. Data 
were recorded on the internal hard disk of the computer. The base station magnetic data 

were recorded at a rate of 1 sample per second. The GPS ground data were recorded using 

the same format as the airborne data. The time base (UTC) of the ground system was also 

automatically provided by the GPS receiver. Data acquired by the ground system were 

continuously printed for a period of time before and during each flight. The entire ground 

data acquisition system was fully automatic and was set for unattended recording and 

printing. 

GPS BASE STATION RECEIVER 
- NovAtel951 R 

The NovAtel 12-channel GPS receiver forms an integral part of the Sander GND-ACQ 

system. It provided averaged position and raw range information of all satellites in view, at 

an interval of 1 reading per second. It also provided comparative navigation data during all 

aeromagnetic and spectrometer production flights, allowing Differential GPS (DGPS) forthe 

entire project. 

ALTIMETER 
- King KRA-10 Radar Altimeter 

The radar altimeter has a resolution of 1 m, and is calibrated to an accuracy of 

approximately 2%. Its range is 1-2,500 ft. 

SURVEY AIRCRAFT 

- Bell 206 Jet Ranger 111 
- Registration: C-GPGH 

The Bell 206 (Figure 2) is a modem high performance light helicopter powered by an 

Allison turbine engine. It was specially outfitted by an SGL technician for low level airborne 

geophysical surveys. Its endurance is between two and three hours depending on the local 

conditions. 

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE 
Hardware: 

(a) Pentium 200 MHZ desktop computer, equipped with three 1.2 Gigabyte hard drives, 
a 8mm tape drive, and a 43 cm high-resolution colour monitor. 

(b) Pentium 90 MHz laptop computer connected to a portable I GB Jaz disk drive. 

(c) One Fujitsu DL3400 24 pin wide carriage dot matrix printer. 

- 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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Figure 2 

SURVEY HELICOPTER 
13ell206 Jet Ranger 111 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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Software: 
(a) SGL data processing and imaging software capable of processing, displaying, and 

printing high resolution aeromagnetic and spectrometric data. 

(b) SGL's proprietary GPSoft package (GPSoft); software for processing the raw range 
information from the aircraft and the base station GPS receivers, and outputting 
differential GPS position information. 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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IV. SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS 

DATA RECORDING 
The follow in,^ parameters were recorded during the course of the survey: 

Terrkin clearance - provided by a radar altimeter sampled 4 times per second; 

Airborne GPS position information - Latitude, Longitude, Height, Time, and Raw 

Range data of each satellite tracked - 1 record per second; 

Airborne Total Magnetic Field - sampled 10 times per second; 

Ground Total Magnetic Field - sampled 1 time per second; 

Ground based GPS position information data - Latitude, Longitude, Height, Time, 

and Raw Range data of each satellite tracked - 1 record per second; and 

DATA SPECIFICATIONS 

The following data specifications were adhered to: 

(a) Diurnal activity 
No flying was allowed diurnal activity exceeded +/-7.5 nT peak-to-peak deviation 
from a long chord equivalent to the average control line spacing. 

(c) Prodvctionflight rejections 
The specifications for data rejection were: 

a) The noise level of the aircraft magnetometer exceeded 0.5 nT on any flight line. 

b) Ifany of the following channels were not recorded digitally: Time, air mag, raw 
GPS latitude/longitude, GPS alt, RA. 

c) If the inaximum flight line separation exceeded 800 m or the minimum flight 
separation was less than 125 m, or if the separation between adjacetnt traverse 
lines was greater than 700 m for more than 5 kilometres. 

d) It'there was more than 10 cps inherent noise in any radiometric channel, or if 
there was more than a 5% drift in channel centres. 

- 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 



It was not necessary to reject any data for deviating from survey specifications, and there 

were no data drop-outs. 

FLIGHT LINE SPECIFICATIONS 

Line Spacing: Traverse - 135 rn Control - 5000 rn 

Line Direction: Traverse -045" Control - 135" 

Aircraft Sensor Altitude: 90 m mean terrain clearance 

A more complete description of the flight lines is given in Appendix II. 

kt. 

mi- 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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V. SYSTEM TESTS 

LAG TEST 

The system magnetometer lag was checked by comparing magnetometer data flown in 

different directions over the same sharp anomaly (Figure 3).  The lag between the: positional 

data and the :magnetometer data was found to be 0.55 seconds from a test flown on April 1, 

1999. This value is similar to the results from lag tests using SGL aircraft with similar 

equipment over the past several years. The lag was corrected during data compilation. 

RADAR TEST 

The radar altimeter in the aircraft was tested by flying at various altitudes over a runway. 

The test which compares the measured RA altitude against the differentially corrected GPS 

height measurement ensured that the RA was calibrated and working correctly (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3 

Lag Test 

Figure 4 

PROS-99.U - Radar Test 
Mayo Airport - April 1st 1999 
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VI. FIELD OPERATIONS 

Mobilization of equipment and personnel to Whitehorse, YT, started on March 27. The geophysical 

equipment was installed in the leased helicopter at the Trans North Helicopter hangar over the next 

two days. The equipment was success:hlly tested in flight on March 30 in Whitehorse. The field 

crew and the helicopter move to Mayo on March 3 1. The field office was established at the Bedrock 

Motel in Mayo, YT, east of the survey block. The combined magnetic1GPS ground station was 

located at the helicopter base at the airport. 

The WGS-84 coordinates of the ground station were: 

Longitude: 13552.9069 
Elevation: 513.77 m 

The flight crew stayed at the Bedrock motel for the duration of the survey. The helicopte:r operated 

from Trans North loeal helicopter base at the airport. 

Jet fuel (Jet B) was obtained locally. Drums of fuel were transported at a fuel cache along Swan 

Lake, located south of the survey block, by a ski plane operated by Salmon Air. The helicopter 

refuelled at the fuel (cache to minimize survey costs and to save time. A listing of the completed 

flight lines is given in Appendix I K  Weekly Reports in Appendix K and the Flight Log is included 

in Appendix VI. 

WEATHER 
Weather in the survey block was generally good during survey operation. Except for the first 

day, the winds were calm throughout the five days it took to complete the survey. 

Temperature:$ were below freezing at night and early morning, with an average of -5 O C ,  and 

as high as + I D  O C  during the days. A small amount of precipitation, a mix of snow and rain, 

fell one nigh):. No flight was delayed or cancelled due to bad weather. 

FIELD OPERATIONS PERSONNIEL 
The following technical personnel participated in field operations in Mayo: 

Field ManagerIData processing: Bernard Demons 
Stephane Souliere 

Copilot/technician: -- Tim Cartwright 

-- 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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VII. DIGITAL DATA COMPILATION 

Data compilation was performed daily at the field office as the survey progressed. Preliminary 

processing and on-site quality control was performed as each day's flying was completed. This 

included routine tracing of analog records and plotting ofthe differentially corrected GPS flight path 

data. In this way, instrument problems could be identified and corrected before the next day of 

flying. Final data processing and map production was performed at the SGL head office in Ottawa. 

Final delivered products are listed in Section VIII. 

AIRBORNE AND GROUND STATION MAGNETOMETER DATA 

Figure 5 summarizes the steps involved in processing the magnetometer data obtained from 

the survey. 

The airborne magnetometer data were recorded at 10 Hz. Air and ground magnetometer data 

were automatically checked for spikes using a de-spiker, and re-checked manually. All 

ground station magnetometer data were filtered using a 67-point low pass filter. See Figure 6 
for the characteristics of this filter. 

Ground station magnetic readings were subtracted from the airborne data using the following 

formula. 

Corrected Total Field = A, - G, + G 

with A, = Airborne magnetic data, 

G, = Corrected ground station data 

and G = Average ground station value 

A fkther correction was applied to remove the International Geomagnetic Reference Field 

(IGRF). This was done on apoint-by-point basis, using the 1995 IGRF coefficients, updated 

to the recorded time, altitude, and location of each reading. 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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Figure 5 

MAGNETOMETER DATA PROCESSING 

DATON - reformat ACQUIRE data to SGL data 

MAGNETOMETER AND 
FINAL FLIGHT 

ALTIMETER DATA PATH DATA 

1 -  I FTCHECK - check data for gaps and spikes 1 * 

GROUND STATIOlN 

DATON -reformat ACQUIRE data to SGL data 
I 
4 

FILTER - filter ground station data 

A 1 I VPROFIL - plot profiles (visual) FILTER - filter altimete:r data (radar and barometric) -- A* 
-- 

VPROFIL - plot altitude and magnetic profiles * 
-- 
-- 

7 
FEDIT - edit data, retaining all usable lines -- I + 

~ 0 ~ 6 m b i n e  data'sets 

L'COR - subtract diurnal tariations from airborne mae 

I IGRF - corrected for IGRF based on date and altitude I 

I INSINT - tabulate intersections of control and traverse lines I 

TlEFlX - statistical correction of intersection along control * 
lines modifying intersections within specified limited C 

LEVEL - level lines based on new intersection values 

I I 
1 

PROFIL - plot data profiles versus flight path I* 
FREQFIL - calculate vertical gradient grid * 1 

v g e g e n e r a t i  contour -2 plots 4 COLSEP - generate colour separation 
1 I I 

4 
- produce colour plot files 

* Quality Control Check 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 



Figure 6 

67 POINT FILTER 

WAVELENGTH n\r READINGSICYCLE 
20.0 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLESJREADING 

FILTER 67 COEFFICIENTS 
-.0073813819 

.0017786870 
.0022008393 



The data were gridded using the minimum curvature method. This method creates an 

equally spaced two-dimensional grid based upon the measured values and the Eocation of 

each individual measurement. The algorithm produces a smooth grid by iteratively solving 

a set of difference equations, which minimizes the total second horizontal derivative, and 

attempts to honour the input data (Briggs, LC., 1974, Geophysics, v 39, no. 1). A 

decormgatior~ filter was applied to the grid. The decomgated grid was removed from the 

original to prfsduce a difference grid. This grid was sampled along the flight lines in order 

to apply a correction factor to the mag line data. A low pass filter was applied to the 

correction dala to remove any high frequency content before the original magnetometer data 

was adjusted. 

RADAR ALTIMETER DATA 

The terrain clwance during flight, as measured by the radar altimeter, was recorded at 4 Hz. 

The value in feet was converted to metres for processing. The data were plotted and 

inspected for quality. The data were then filtered to remove high frequency noise using a 

67-point filter and spike remover (Figure 6). 

POSITIONAL DATA 

A number of programs were executed for the compilation of navigation data in order to 

reformat and calculate the more accurate differential GPS (DGPS) positions. Pi.ease refer 

to the enclosed flowchart (Figure 7) for Positional Data Processing. SGL's new proprietary 

DGPS software, GPSoft, was used to calculate DGPS positions fromraw range dat,aobtained 

from both the moving and stationary GPS receivers. 

For increase accuracy, the ground station position was recalculated by performing 

differential cclrrection. The data from the GSC Whitehorse GPS recording station was used. 

Positional data were recorded in the WGS-84 datum , then converted to NAD-27-CAN 

UTM using the standard central meridian for Zone 8N. 

c E l l i l , s o i d = I  Semi major axis Flattening =I 
I CLARKE-1866 1 6378206.4 0.003390071 _] 

NAD-27-CAN to WGS-84 shift definition format 

11 X-shift 1 Y-shift Z-shift 1 :(-rot I Y-rot I Z-rot I Scale factor I ~ncertaintdl - 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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Figure 7 

POSITIONAL DATA PROCESSING 

AIR-PICK GND-PICK 
extract GPS air data 

DATON 
reformat raw GPS line 

data to SGL format 

XYPLOT 
plot raw GPS flight path 

create file of first and last 
points for each 

ALTIMETER DATA 
PLANNING DATA (line format) 1 

flight line 
I 

I 

GPSOFT 
perform differential correction 

and reformat corrected GPS 
to SGL format 

XYZCVT 
convert from lat., Long. to UTM 

HGT2MSL 
convert WGS-84 Z 

1 
COMBIN 

split data into line format t 
I 

d e t e r m i n e  t r i m m i n g  
f o r  f l i gh t  p a t h  trim lmes to survey boundary 

FINAL FLIGHT PATH DATA 

* Quality Control Check 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 



DATA COMPILATION PERSONNEL 
bit Data compilation and processing was performed by the following SGL personnel: 

Bernard Desmons 

Jeff Kertesz were in charge of cartography for the project. 
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VIII. FINAL PRODUCTS 

I) MAP PRODUCTS 

Colour Maps 
1:50,000 

Two laminated copies of the following maps products was delivered: 

Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) with contours and flight lines superimposed 

First Vertical Derivative (FVD) of the total magnetic field 

Grey scale shadow map of the FVD 

11) DIGITAL DATA 

Line Data 

Processed digital data in Standard XYZ format, containing all the raw and corrected 

line data 

Grids in GXF format 

Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) 

First Vertical Derivative (FVD) 

SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 
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IX. PROJECT SUMMARY 

-- PART I - SURVEY -- 
Survey Title: Helicopter borne High Sensitivity Aeromagnetic Survey 

Client: Prospector International Resources lnc.1950 - 400 Burrard St., 

Vancouver, BC 

Client Contact: 

GENERAL INFORMA 

Survey Locatlon: 
7- 

Stewart Range, Yukon Territory 

Survey Duration: - 01/04/99 - 05/04/99 

held Off~ce Location: Bedrock Motel, Mayo, YT 

Base Ground Statlon I-ocatton: -- Trans North Hellcopter base at Mayo A~rport 

Coordinates in WGS 1 G t u m :  Lat: N63:36.9476 Long: W135:52.9069 Elev: 51 3.77 m 

SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS 

Magnetic Field: - Inclination: 78.1 " Declination: 28.9' Total Field: 5,8142.5 n 

Line Spacing -- Traverse: 135 rn Control: 5000 m 

Line Direction -- Tmverse degrees true: 045" Control: 135" 

Total lkm flown 10911km 

Survey Altitude: 
7- 

90 m AGL (10m lower for the sensor) 

Survey Line Numbers Traverse: 1001-1 11 9 Control: 101-103 

Survey Flight Numbers -- 1 - 17 

Datum - Raw Recorded Data -- WGS-84 

Datum - Delivered Data: NAD-27 (Zone 8N) 

Shift determined for S i i q e  - data DATUM.CTL (NORMAL SHIFTS) 

SURVEY AIRCRAFT A.ND EQUIPMENT -- 
Aircraft used: 

Radar Altimeter: 

Magnetometer (Air): 

Magnetometer (Ground): 

C-GPGH Bell 206 Jet Ranger Ill 

King KRA-10 Range: 0-2,500 ft. 

Geometrics G822-A 

Geometrics G822-A 

Sample rate: 0.1 sec 

0.5Isec 

GPS Receiver (Air): NovAtel 951 R, 12 channels 1 .O/sec 

GPS Rece~ver (Ground): -- NovAtel 951R, 12 channels 1 .O/sec 

FIELD PERSONNEL -- - 
Stephan Souliere 

Tim Cartwright 

Field Manager: Bernard Demons 

Data Processing: Bernard Demons 

-- 
SANDER CEOPHYSICT LTD. 

Pilot: 

Technicien: 
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M. PROJECT SUMMARY 
PART I1 - DATA PROCESSIh'G 

/ processing I PENT-22 I C:\PROS-99.M 1 I 

"" DATA PROCESSING ** 

PROCESSING FILE LOCATION 

I ~ o m ~ u t e r  I D~W?C~ON 

1 Ground Mag Data I I \GND 1 GND02 I 

Final FDT 

Altimeter Data WLT ALTO2 

Air Mag Data I 

Differential GPS 

Ground Stations Combined: NA 

I TlEFlX PARAMETERS I ADJUSTCTL: Y 1 SHORTFIX: Y I 

I \DGPS 1 DGPS3 

MAJOR PROCESSING ITEMS 

Master Comer File: YUKON.MCF I S u ~ e y  Origin: 63N 133W 

WAG 

Diurnals Subtracted: Y 

Altitude Corrections to Mag Data: N 

Control File to Adjust Intersections: FAINTSCTL 

M G l l  

IGRF Removed: Y Date of IGRF: As of date flown 

Data Rotated: N 

INSlNT - Limit to move intersections: 2 readings 1 

1 00 1 Time 1 0.01 s 1 seconds I seconds after midnicht UTC I None I N I 

"* SPECIFIC DATA PROCESSED "' 

CH # 

SANDER CEOPHYSICSLTD. 

Data Sample Rate Units Comment 1 Filter Spiker 

05 RA 

11 

0.25 s 

Gnd Mag I s  

metres 

nT 1 base station maa 1 67Y Y 

radar altimeter 67Y Y 
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Data Sample Rate Units Comment Filter !:piker I w*, 
UTM X - 
UTM Z 

NAD-27 Zone 8N 

NAD-27 Height 

MSL MSL Height 

MSL - RA Terrain - 

I '" FINAL PRODUCTS " I 
Units Description 

UTM-X Northing (NAU-27-CAN. 8N) metres 

UTM-Y Easting (NAD-27-CAN. 8N) H-- metres 

I TIME I Time (UTC) 1 0.01 sec I 
DATE Julian day -- N A 

WGS-X Longitude (WGS-84) I 1E-07 deg 1 
-- 

I WGS-Y I Latitude (WGS-84) I 1E-07 deg 

0.1 metres 

DGPS-Z DGPS altitude (WGS-84) 

Mean sea level altitude 

0.1 metres 

0.1 metres 

total magnetic field 

I LEVMAG 1 Levelled residual rnaanetic field 1 0.01 nT I 

0.01 nT 

Intc!rnational Geomagnetic Reference Field 

Co~nputetl digital terrain model 

0.01 nT 

- 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LTD. 

0.1 metres 

Ground station magnetic field 

RESMAG Reljidual magnetic field after diurnal and IGRF corrections I 0.01 nT 

N D  

0.01 nT 

Finit vertical derivative -- 1 0.01 nT/km I 
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SANDER GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

COMPANY PROFILE 

Sander Geophysics IAmited (SGL) specializes 
in high resolution airborne surveys for the oil and 
mining industries. The company carries out 
airborne magnetic, and radiometric surveys using 
fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters. 

HISTORY 

SGL was founded in 1956. The first airborne 
surveys were performed as early as 1958, and by 
1967 airborne geophysical surveying had become 
the mainstay of the company. Operations have 
continued and expanded under the same 
ownership and management since 1956. 

SERVICES 

The company currently specializes in surveys 
using one or more of the following methods: 

- Magnetic total field - Radiometric 

- Magnetic gradient - VLF-EM 

All surveys are performed using SGL's specially 
modified fixed-wing aircraR: and helicopter. 

data. Immediate data processing is part of our 
standard quality control procedure, and provides 
our clients with rapid results for evaluation while 
the survey is in progress. 

Among airborne geophysical surveying 
companies, SGL has long been in tlhe lead in 
making optimal use of the Global Positioning 
System. We are now offering a flight 
management system based on Real Time 
Differential GPS (RDGPS) to provide steering 
information to the pilot to an accuracy of 5 m in 
all three dimensions. This system allows us to 
produce a drape flying surface which is unique 
and flyable. It assures that adjacent flight lines 
and control lines are flown at the same level 
resulting in better geophysical maps. 

The company has ~:xtensive experience in 
working in diverse geographical environments. 
Surveys have been flown in high mountains, 
offshore, over deserts and tropical junglc, from 
the Pampas of Argentina to the tundra of the 
Canadian Arctic, and to the South China sea. 

Each field party is under the direction of a 
university graduate geophysicist. Field offices 
are equipped to provide flight path maps as well 
as contour and coloul. maps of the geophysical 

- --. 
SANDER GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

260 Hunt Club Road. Ottawa, Ontario, K1V 1C1 Canada 
Phone: ((613) 521-9626 Fax: (613) 521-0215 E-mail: info@sgl.com Website: www.sgl.com 

INTERPRETIVE PRODIJCTS 

SGL offers a full range of data enhancement 
programs and provides complete interpretational 
services by experienced geoscientists.. 

- Vertical gradient contour and colour maps 
- Shaded relief maps of any parameter 
- Frequency slices - high-pass, low-pass or 

band-pass filtered total magnetic intensity 
- Directional high-pass, low-pass or band-pass 

filtering 
- Amplitude of the analytic signal 
- Reduced-to-the-pole maps 
- Upward or downward continued m,aps 
- Three-dimensional modelling o:f magnetic 

grid data 
- Processed gamma-ray spectrometejr data 

EXPLORATION RESEARCH INTERPRETATION 



SGL owns and operates the following geophysical 
aircraft 

Endurance Maximum 
Aircraft in Survey Mode Gross Weight 

(hrs with reserves) (kg) 

Cessna 208B 
Grand Caravan (3) 5 3,977 

Cessna 402B 6 2,864 
Cessna 404 Titan 8 3,818 
Queenair 880 6 4,000 
BN Islander 8 3,000 
AS 350D Astar 5 1,950 

All our aircraft are equipped for magnetic and 
radiometric surveys. Extensive modifications have 
been made to the fixed-wing aircraft to reduce their 
magnetic effect. Typical Figures of Merit for SGL's 
fixed-wing aircraft are less than I nT in most regions 
of the world.. 

FACILITIES 

The company's head office and aircraft maintenance 
hangar is located at the Macdonald-Cartier 
International Airport in Ottawa, Canada. SGL 
maintains a complete electronics workshop with test 
equipment consistent with the research and 
development, and production of geophysical 
instruments. 

SGL has successfully processed all data acquired 
during the past 25 years. The company has an ongoing 
program of researching, developing. and refining a full 
suite of software for geophysical data processing. 

SGL's cartographic department is now fully digital 
with a 36" wide drum colour scanner. rasterhector 
editing software, several colour plotters and a 
laminator. 

SGL is dedicated to research and development. Nearly 
one-third of the company's resources are devoted to 
developing new and more efficient instrumentation for 
airborne geophysical surveying. 

In recent years, SGL has been engaged in an R & D 
project to design an airbornegravimetry system which 
will offer much better resolution and stability than the 
existing systems. 

SGC SURVEY EQUIPMENT 

Magnetometers 
Sensors: Scintrex CS-2 & H8 optically- 

pumped, cesium split beam 
Geometries G-822A 

Compensator: RMS 
27-term automatic airborne 
digital compensator 

Gamma-ray Spectrometers 
Detectors: Bicron 

NaI parallelepipedic crystals, 
60 litres total 

Spectrometer: Exploranium GR-820 
dual 256-channel analyzers 

Data Acauisition 
Computer: Sander NavDAS 

micro computer based system 
with Bernoulli or Jaz  drives 

Navigation & Flight Path Recovery 
GPS: NovAtel3951R 

12-channel receiver 
post-flight or real-time DGPS 

Glonass: Ashtech GPSIGlonass GG24 
receiver 

Video tracking: Panasonic 
CCD video camera 

KEY PERSONNEL 

President: 
George W. Sander, Ph.D., P.Eng. - 

Chief Geophysicist: 
Stephan Sander, M.Sc. 

Operations Manager: 
Reed Archer, BSc. 

Data Processing Manager: 
Luise Archer, M.Sc. 

Chief, R & D: 
Stephen Ferguson, M.Sc. 

Aeronautical Operations: 
Malcolm Imray, MSc., P.Eng. 
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